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portraitureis a photography program that was developed byimagenomicfor pc devices. it is apluginfor the popular image editing software, adobe photoshop that primarily
focuses onskin retouchingof subjects in portrait photos. it provides an easy way to make retouches while still providing customizability and flexibility. portraiture is a

photoshop plugin that provides advanced skin retouching tools. you can use the eyedropper tool to choose different skin tones from an image. there are also hue, saturation,
and luminance sliders that allow you to fine-tune a particular mask. the mask can be viewed with either black or white underneath. this will show you the areas where

adjustments have been made. you can zoom in or out using the slider at the bottom of your window. portraiture 3 is a plug-in that makes retouching a portrait a quick and
easy process. the tool works by smoothing out your skin and applying a skin mask. the plugin offers five options for skin smoothing, including a fast-acting normal smoothing,
sharpening, a blur filter, and a default skin smoothing. the program also comes with a dozen presets, which you can apply to your portrait if you like. as you tweak the sliders

in the interface, the results appear on your photo in real time. you don't need to be a photoshop expert to use portraiture 3. you simply point and click to retouch your images.
the program will automatically mask imperfections and apply enhancements to get the smoothest skin possible. you can use the program's presets or create your own.
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